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My task is to highlight a number of interesting points made
by authors in this session, to draw attention to potential
alternate energy sources not covered in the papers and finally,
to provoke discussion. The latter will be easy.

We have heard from various speakers that between 98 & 99% of all
electricity in South Africa is produced from coal-fired power
stations. Thus the scooe for electricity generation from
sources other than coal can only increase,

I agree with the remarks of our last speaker,
first real alternative is nuclear energy.

Dr Hugo. Our

Mr Grainger presented a rather dismal picture of nuclear power
in the U.K. Certainly that country has had more than their
fair share of problems*.

Nuclear power has certainly arrived however. In the U.S.A.
for example 7%% of a l l electr ici ty generating capacity is
nuclear.

It is true that nuclearpowar is capital intensive.
showed us some figures for capital cost in the U.K.

Mr Grainger

However fuel costs must be include alsr
for North America during 1974;

This is the picture

FUEL COSTS

Fossile Fuels 11.6
Enriched uranium Fuel 2.0
Natural Uranium Fuel 1.0

m$/kwh
•I ii

Mr Urown of the Atomic Energy Board has given us a good survey
of current nuclear power teghnp.lg,gy» He has accomplished the
difficult task of summarizing a complex situation much affected
by politics - politics of sellers, producers and huge cpnsortia-
in a short space. He is no be complimented in incorporating
the x'ery latest infcriraticn in his review. I would ...draw your
atteiivion to what may be an error in Table 2. Sweden is credited
with 26OO MW(e) of nuclear capacity. In fact it is rather
less than one half of this.



The section on light water reactor sjj[ety contributed by
Mr B. Winkler is of particular interest. He has incorporated
the most recent safety study statistics from Prof Rasmussen's
work, a study that may become a classic in this complex field.

Papers are of interest for what is said, and also for what is
not said. This paper is no exception.

It would be informative to hear at first hand, as it were, some
information on the Atomic Energy Board's safety philosophy
with respect to the proposed nuclear power stations in the Cape.

It is known that various countries have surprisingly large
differences of opinion on what they consider to be acceptably
safe v/hen the die is cast and they have to issue construction
permits and finally operating licences.

To give you some dimension to the licencing of nuclear plant
consider the process in W. Germany: it takes 4 to 6 years,
involves 100 man years of v/ork and generates documents 100m
high! I make these remarks as one who has spent 1/3 of my
life time in the nuclear business. As one who is certain of
the role of nuclear power in thw world, and as one who is
hopeful that its introduction in South Africa will proceed
smoothly along a well-prepared path.

A word on the foundations of this path. It is in the interests
of both the proponents of nuclear power - namely ESCOM and
the regulatory body, the AEB-that the public be sufficiently
well informed of the nuclear program so that ignorance and
prejudice can be reduced to a minimum.

In particular I would recommend one approach. That is to
devote some time and resources to enlightening high school
children on nuclear power.

Turning now to Dr Garrett's paper on materials technology
and its influence on the reliability and safety of pressure
vessels, the author presents a rather disquietening view of
current events. When almost one half of operating reactors
ar-.'. shut down in the USA because of possible common mode
failures in the reactor pressure vessel, this is a matter of
great importance.

Contrast this happenstance with the statement in Mr Brown's
paper where he says, "The likelihood of (a) reactor pressure
vessel failure was termed to be "inconceivably low" and was
as such not considered."

An important conclusion that can be drawn from Dr Garrett's
paper is that here in South Africa we have an important
job of establishing adequate local standards for the acceptance
of nuclear pressure vessels and piping and the testing and
licencing of nondestructive operators and inspectors. A strong
nt.ti.onal body, good standards together with competant men in
the' field will benefit other industries and be in the best
national interests.

Dr Garrett's paper must be placed within the correct perspective
o:: seen within a "time frame" - as our American friends say.
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The shutdown reactors referred to in the paper have started up
Repairs have been made. And where while all the flowers in
the nuclear garden may not be in bloom they are not violets
either and have no reason to hang their heads.

These two paper demonstrate that second only to oil, nuclear
power is a highly politically charged technology.

Professor Hottel in his book or. "New Energy Technology" says,
on reflection over 25 years of solar energy research; "only
the affluent nations can afford solar research for power production?
its prospects are so poor. But some uses of solar heat make
economic sense,"

In his paper on Solux JEnergy;, Mr Cawood restricts his topic to
reidential buildings. He^gave us a good review of the current
technology; including many common sense methods of water heating
and space heating.

Table 2 in his paper shows that nearly k of domestic energy
consumption goes into space heating in this country.

How can we get domestic uses of solar heating off the ground?
It seems that we need to do more than keep a watching brief on
overseas technology. Clearly the current problem is an
economic one. But the break even point may be nearby.

In the field of solar cooking we have a special obligation to
the Black homelands for the development of a device which can
cook an evening meal without burning valuable supplies of wood ^
or animal dung.

Both Mr Cawood and Mr Brown reviewed overseas technology. While
this is understandable, there is a case, however, for a more
active role in these fields in South Africa.

The University of Florida is one of the active U.S. research
centres for solar power. Perhaps the CSIR might likewise
stimulate and fund one or more South African Universities to
conduct solar energy research.

Mr Stander's paper onJH, storagei in metal hydrides is different
to the other papers insofar~aff~rt delineates an area for research.

Much has been written recently on the so called "Hydrogen
Economy" and its great future potential as an energy transportation
medium in the widest sense. So Mr Stander's pap«sr is addressed
at a worthwhile and timely target.

He clearly shows that the use of H, gas in a motor vehicle is
not possible due to its large volume. Liquid H 2 is obviously
difficult to contain and handle. It would have been interesting
to have his estimates for the mass and volume of say, Magnesium
Hydride as a store of energy.

Dare we think that we.wiU. be buying (renting?) sticRs'oF fuel' O
at the local service station in 1984? Do you think that it will
be sold over weekends?

Let me now turn to topics not covered so far in this session.
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As one organizer of this Conference, I can say we would have
welcomed a paper on South Africa's Uranium enrichment plans.
However last week in Paris at the "First European Nuclear
Conference" some details were given in a paper by Dr Roux,
President of the Atomic Energy Board. So we are fortunate
that Dr Hugo was with us today to give us a first hand account.

It is evident that enriched Uranium will have an important role
in the future for South 'Kfrtcsr eiearly the world wide demand
for enriched uranium will grow. It is only logical that this
country should add as much value to the raw material as possible
in order to obtain maxium export earnings.

Dr Hugo told us that plans for a 5000 t/a plant may go forward.
The cost is of the order of R900 million. Thus this project
is on the same scale as Sasol 2. This raises an important
point already mentioned by Mr Jan Smith as to the supply of
capital for these vast schemes.

Other areas where alternate energy sources may exist are:

- power from the tides - planetary power
- power from ocean waves
- power from ocean temperature differences
- geothermal power

In terms of large-scale electric power production all these
methods have severe drawbacks both world-wide and in South
Africa.

The total available tidal power in the world is/^100 GW. This
may sound large - but then so is the world! South Africa has
not unique tidal effects or special coastal geography to make
tidal power attractive. It is unlikely we will see large scale
application of- this source in South Africa in the near future.

Power from the ocean waves may be more attractive. A paper
delivered to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in
November 1974 estimated that up to 0,5kW per square meter was
available. This is a very large figure and exceeds that of
solar radiation. Assuming 5% overall efficiency an area of
about 40km would be required for a 1GW power source. This is
large but no incredible. What is less credible liowever is the
tough job of keeping a lkm x 40km power generating ship afloat
in a severe storm!

Power from ocean temperature differences may be attractive, but
I will say no more as this topic was adequately covered by
Professor Hottel.

As far as it is known, South Africa has no significant geotherraal
sources.

Thus we have no special claim in this country for giant power
from unconventional energy sources. However for othar
application some of the above means nay well be attractive-

In particular I am thinking of the mundane matter of water heating
and cooking. Given the right social and economic nix, hybrid
or completely solar systems may help heat bathwater and cook
dinners.
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South Africa has an abundance of may things:
solar radiation to mention a few.

Coal, uranium,

We have one great scarcity and thdt is skilled mannnwor.
just cannot afford the manpower to do ail the things we WI
Let us then try to achieve an integrated approach in the
exploitation of energy sources. In some cases let us buy
technology developed elsewhere. But most of all let us hold
back our partisan views. What better than to follow
Mr Grainger's dictum of applying technology for the better^
ment of all our peoples.
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